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EEvelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Announces Fall Semester
Evelyn
READINGA TIME FOR READING

Uni ¬
o the UniDr Robert Hutchins former President of
pro ¬
versity of Chicago and founder of the great books proCivilizatoingram once
nce said To destroy our Western Civilizatoin
Wemerelyhave
merely have toto
we dont have to burn all the books We
pJincipalpJincipal
principal
The principalleave them unread for one generation
we face as the frontiers of human knowledge
knowledgeproblem we
knowlknowl ¬
are being rapidly thrust back is that while this knowlqelievab1e
qelievab1unbelievableedge is being committed to print at an uunbelievable
erate
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rate it still must be read before it can be used andslowly
most
ost of us read slowly Very slowlyevery
being
made in almost everyBrilliant advances are
and
field of human endeavor We run faster fly higher andad at the same speed thatdive deeper but
that
but we still read
OO words per minute TheThe
our grandparents did about 300
The
shame of it is that this is no longer necessary Thechanged if peopleilo ophy of learning could be change
people
wjiole
wh
wholee pphilosophy
would nly
and
only take the time to discover their
dorm nt andtheit dormant
capabilities
capabilitieheretofore
tofore unrealized capabilitiesher
and
N industry could use the same
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same standards andN6
sN
g and expect to continue intechniques used
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sed 25 years ago
old
existance Yet we remain satisfied with the same oldreading standards and techniques This would be finefine
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a
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break¬
breakthroughthrough in this field has occured andthat
breakthrough
and that
has come about largely because of the curosity determidetermi ¬
onewoman
nation and brilliant
Wood
bril1iant work off one woman Evelyn N Woodystem says I I didnt
Mrs Wood in explaining her system
didntanotprrinvent fast reading I just discovered it In anotheranother
article on this page you can read just what Mrs WoodWood
discovered
discover d and how on
basis of that discovery sheshe
the basisof
discover
onthe
developed R
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reading
new method of readinga newmethod
profoundiy disthat has been as revolutionary and as profoundly
dis ¬
turbhig in its impact on teaching as the New Mathturbing
Math
lfath was
When we consider
firstw s firstconsiderthat
that the New Math
first
published in very much its
it present form in the 1890s1890s
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Of cours
course the answer usually furnishedis
tante
edisis AcaAca ¬
ante
furnished
furnish
qdemic
mic Lag and thats the
end of ittheend
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rare and fnvalu
Ieble new concepts
invaluable
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available1avail
available1
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children or grandchiIdr
grandchildrenri tottto
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